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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

DIFFUSION FACTOR FOR ESTIMATING LOSSES AND LIMITING BLADE

LOADINGS IN AXIAL-FLOW-COMPRESSOR BLADE ELEMENTS

By Seymour Lieblein, Francis C. Schwenk, and

Robert L. Broderick

SUMMARY

A simplified limiting-blade-loadingparameter for axial-flow-

compressor blade elements was derived from the application of a separa-

tion criterion used in two-dimensional boundary-layer theor_ to a typi-

cal suction-surface velocity distribution of a compressor blade element

at design angle of attack. The derived limitLng diffusion factor com-

prised a term involving the relative velocity ratio across the blade and

a term proportional to the circulation about the element, both of which

can be evaluated readily from the design velocity diagr_un.

A correlation was made for the data for NACA 65-series compressor

blade sections in low-speed _wo-dimensional cascade between blade-

element loss at design angle of attack and several commonly used and

proposed blade-loading parameters. The derived diffusion factor con-

stituted a satisfactory limiting-loading criterion for these data.

Total-pressure loss coefficient at design angle of attack increased

slightly with diffusion factor up to a value of about 0.6, after which

a sharp rise in loss was observed.

t

/_OSS coefficient and diffusion correlations were also made for a

large'_umber of conventional experimental axial-flow slngle-stage com-

pressor rotors and stators. For the hub- and mean-radlus regions of the

rotors and for the hub, mean, and tip regions of the stators, no consis-

tent variation of loss coefficient with diffusion factor was observed in

the low-loss range up to values of diffusion factor of about 0.55 to

0.65, the extent of the available data. For the tip region of the rotors,

however, there was a very marked and practically linear variation of loss

coefficient with diffusion factor, with resulting blade-element efficien-

cies less than 0.90 for values of diffusion factor _reater than about 0.45.
Further verification of the limiting relative inlet _ach number of about

0.70 to 0.75 for subcritieal values of diffusion factor was indicated

for rotor and stator blades of NACA 65-series profile shapes with about

i0 percent maximum thickness ratios.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the principal limitations and losses in the flow across
axial-flow-compressor blade rows is due to the separation of the fric-
tion boundary layers on the suction surfaces of the blades. In air-
foil theory, the measure of this limiting blade loading or diffusion
was satisfactorily established by the variation of the lift coefficient
of the section. (Lift coefficient is defined as lift force per unit
blade area divided by inlet or vector-mean dynamic head.) The use of
lift coefficient as a measureof loss variation and limiting loading
was not_ however_ generally successful in compressor design application.
Furthermore_ the use of lift coefficient for the general compressor case
of compressible flow with unequal axial velocities at blade-element
inlet and outlet presents a difficulty in establLshir_ a significant
vector-mean condition. Consequently, various other loading parameters
were tried in compressor design with varying degrees of success. These
parameters were lift coefficients based on inlet or" outlet conditions_
solidity multiplied by lift coefficient, ratio of change in tangential
velocity to axial velocity, ratio of axial velocity to tip speed, and so
forth.

In reference i_ Wislicenus proposes an approximate stalling coeffi-
cient for axial-flow blades derived from considerations of the stalling
suction-surface pressure distribution of isolated airfoils in incom-
pressible flow. The coefficient is developed in terms of vector-mean
velocity and indicates that the stalling pressure rise is a function of

the sum of the conventional lift coefficient and the over-all change in

free-stream velocity across the blade row. Howellj in reference 2,

develops an approximate loading parameter for compressor blade elements

from the application of a separation criterion used in boundary-layer

theory. This parameter involves the product of the mean-velocity lift

coefficient and a function of the over-all velocity ratio. No extensive

experimental investigations of these various io_,dL_g parameters have as

yet appeared.

A similar approach to the development of an improved separation

criterion for axial-flow blade elements was made at the NACA Lewis lab-

oratory in order to develop a simplified blade-loading parameter based

on boundary-layer theory and independent of lift-coefficient terms.

A simplified parameter_ called the diffusion factor for design angle of

attack_ was obtained by deriving an approx_ate relation between a

separation criterion used in two-dimensional incompressible turbulent

boundary-layer theory (as in ref. 2) and the external velocity diagram

and solidity of the blade element. The approximation was facilitated by

the use of a model blade-surface velocity distribution and of the local

pressure characteristics of blades in two-dimensional cascade at design

angle of attack.

TO
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An experimental correlation between total-pressure loss coefficient

at design angle of attack and a large number of proposed separation param-

eters is presented for the two-dimensional cascade data of reference 3.

In addition, a further correlation between the loss coefficient and the

derived diffusion factor is presented for the hub-, tip-, and mean-radius

regions of rotors and stators of a large number of experimental single-

stage axial-flow compressors.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:

ratio of distance from leading edge to point of maximum suction-

surface velocity to chord length

constant in dlffusion-factor equation

drag coefficient

lift coefficient

stalling coefficient of reference 1

chord length

diffusion factor

constant in diffusion-factor equation

force

drag force

boundary-layer form factor (ratio of displacement thickness to

momentum thickness)

angle of incidence, angle between inlet-air direction and blade

mean-line direction at leading edge

lift force

Mach number

constant in separation-criterion equation

P total pressure
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static pressure

constant

reaction or recovery ratio

momentum-thickness Reynolds number

radius

blade spacing

total temperature

static temperature

velocity

circumferentially averaged velocity

average velocity between Vma x and V2

maximum velocity on suction surface

distance along flow path

angle of attack_ angle between inlet-air direction and blade

chord

air angle

velocity-gradient parameter of reference 2

ratio of specific heats

adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency

boundary-layer momentum thickness

static density

solidity

shear stress

relative total-pressure loss coefficient_ P2,i - P2/PI - Pl

oJ
£o
cO
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Subscripts :

a axial

i ideal

m vector mean

R rotor

ref reference

S stator

e tangential

i inlet

2 outlet

The prime refers to relative conditions for rotating elements.

ANALYSIS

Approach

Exclusive of three-dimensional effects in the end regions of blade

rows, the development of friction boundary layers along the surfaces of

compressor blade elements is determined primarily by the surface pressure

distributions and therefore by the basic geometry of the element (profile

shape_ camber_ thickness_ solidity_ and angle of incidence). Therefore,

a first approach to the problem of boundary-layer growth and separation

can be made by considering the two-dimensional flow about blade elements.

Although several techniques are available for computing boundary-layer

growth in two-dimensional cascades (refs. A to 6), they depend on a prior

knowledge of the pressure or velocity distribution about the blade sec-

tion. However 3 accurate practical methods of computing compressible

pressure distributions about arbitrary compressor cascade sections are

not as yet available.

In view of the general complexity and incompleteness of current

boundary-layer and pressure-distribution theory, the accurate calcula-

tion of the boundary-layer development and total-pressure loss of a

given blade element was not believed to be currently feasible. It was

decided_ therefore 3 as a first approach, to investigate the possibility

of deriving a simplified and approximate blade-loading or separation

criterion. The approximate separation criterion might then_ in conjunc-

tion with an extensive experimental correlation_ provide a simple and

useful means of determining regions of safe or unsafe limiting design

conditions for the actual com_r_e,
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For conventional compressors, in general, differences in blade
shape, boundary-layer Reynolds number, turbulence level, transition from
laminar to turbulent flow, and Machnumberare not very great_ so that,
comparatively, the most significant factors influencing the pressure
distribution and the loss of a blade element are the angle of incidence
and the circulation about the element. Furthermore, if attention is
restricted to the design point (design angle of incidence), it would be

expected that the basic velocity vector diagram of the element at design

would be the largest factor affecting the loss. The problem is then

reduced to deriving a satisfactory, simplified, and approximate relation

between the limiting diffusion gradient on the blade suction surface and

the over-all velocity change across the blade row as determined by the

design velocity diagram.

o_

Diffusion Factor

A parameter frequently used in establishing a separation criterion

in incompressible 3 two-dimensional_ turbulent boundary-layer theory

(refs. 2 and 7, for example) is given by

dV Re n (1)D=

where e is the boundary-layer momentum thickness, V is the free-

stream velocity outside the boundary layer, x is distance along the

direction of flow, Re is the momentum-thickness Reynolds number, and n

is a constant (negative value). The significance of equation (1) can be

seen from inspection of the general momentum boundary-layer equation

de r - (i+ Z) ear
pV2

(z)

where T is the viscous shear stress at the surface_ H is boundary-

layer form factor (ratio of displacement thickness to momentum thick-
hess), and p is free-stream density. For configurations with fairly

large adverse velocity gradients - as in thh _ case for compressor blade

suction surfaces - rapid rates of boundary-layer growth are associated

primarily with the last term of equation (2) involving the velocity gra-

dient dV/dx. In fact, for incipient separation_ the shear stress T

approaches zero_ and the form factor H approaches an approximately

constant value of about 2.0 to 2.5 (refs. 6 and 7). Equation (2)

therefore becomes

_ constant V -- (5)
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Equation (3) shows that the first factor on the right side of equa-

tion (i) is proportional to the gradient 3 or growth rate 3 of the momen-

tum thickness e at the point of incipient separation.

In order to evaluate the importance of the second factor_ Ren_ in

equation (i)_ it is assumed that_ for typical velocity distributions_

the local value of Re is related to the initial value of Re at the

start of deceleration. Inasmuch as the flow on the suction surface was

previously accelerating_ the initial value of Re defines the condition

of the initial boundary layer (ref. 6). Thus the Re n term in equa-
tion (i) reflects the additional effect of the state of the initial

boundary layer. In general_ the greater the magnitude of Re_ the

smaller the allowable diffusion at separation (refs. 6 and 8).

For conventional compressors - and certainly for a given cascade

investigation - the range of variation of initial boundary-layer Reynolds

number, as influenced by such factors as blade size_ inlet Mach number,

surface roughness, and turbulence level_ is generally not large.

The effect of initial boundary-layer Reynolds number can thus be

represented by a constant average value. A simplified separation crite-
rion is therefore adopted as the diffusion factor:

0dV
D = V ax (4)

The variation of velocity over the surfaces of a typical compressor blade

section set at its design angle of attack is shown in figure i_ and the

element velocity diagram is shown in figure 2. By design angle of attack

is meant the angle of attack at minimum loss. Diffusion of the suction-

surface velocity must occur from the peak velocity near the leading edge

Vma x to the outlet velocity V 2. (It is assumed that V 2 at the blade

trailing edge is equal to the mean V 2 considered by the velocity diagram

at the downstream measuring station of the blade row.) For most conven-

tional blade designs_ the velocity generally varies approximately lin-

early from Vma x to V 2. The diffusion gradient can then be approxi-

mated on the average by

i dV Vmax - V2

V = - (l-a)OVav

where Vav is some average surface velocity between Vma x and V2.

The use of equation (5) is expected to be valid for moderately non-

linear velocity variations as well, since recent unpublished results of

boundary-layer analyses conducted at the NACA Langley laboratory indi-

cate that the over-all diffusion Vma x - V2 is the significant factor

affecting limiting loading.
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From examination of velocity distributions about typical compressor

blade sectionsj it was found that the average velocity Vav in the

denominator of equation (5) can be approximated by

tion (5) can be given by

VI_ so that equa-

v a_ -_T_ - +\v z (6)

In general 3 the magnitude of the maximum suction-surface velocity can

be considered to be composed of several components so that_ as shown

in figure 13

Vma x-- V + AV = V I + AV + AV (7)

where A_ represents the velocity increment due to chordwise variations

of the circumferentially averaged velocity (function of ratio of blade

thickness to blade spacing and of inlet Mach number) 3 and AV represent_

the velocity increment above the value of [ that arises from the blade

loading or circulation (function of profile shape and angle of attack).

In terms of inlet velocity; equation (7) can be expressed as

av aV
Vmax i _ + -- (8)
Vl _ii V!

In hypothesizing a functional relation between maximum velocity

ratio and circulation as indicated in equation (8)_ use was made of the

characteristics of blade sections in low-speed_ two-dimensional cascade.

The similarity of surface pressure distributions for a given blade sec-

tion in cascade and in the compressor configuration in the region of

design angle of attack is demonstrated in reference 9. From examination

of the pressure distributions about the NACA 65-series blade sections in

cascade (ref. 5) 3 it was deduced that a functional relation can be

established between the velocity ratio and a circulation parameter

&Vs/_V 1 (proportional to lift coefficient) in the form

Vma x AV 8

Vl l= b o-_7+ d (91

where d represents the surface-velocity rise due to the effect of

finite blade thickness indicated in equation (8). In general 3 both b

and d may vary with blade shapej angle of incidence_ and inlet Mach

number. If it is then assumed that equation (9) is valid for conven-

tional compressor blades_ the diffusion parameter D can be expressed as

D = +b TT l+ (io)

_D
cO
C_
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If it can further be ass_ed; for simplicity, _m_t the average ratio of

boundary-layer momentum thickness to chord length, 8/c, and the location

ratio, a, vary very little for conventional types of blading, then, on

the average

e

_-_= constant

and the diffusion parameter can then be reduced to the form

V2 1 AV8D = - _l +b _i + d
(ll)

Average values of b and d obtained from examination of the data

of reference S at design angle of attack were about 0.4 to 0.5 and about

0.i# respectively. The design angle of attack for the cascade data was

taken as the value of incidence at the midpoint of the low-loss range.

In checking the trend of the effect of compressibility on the value of

b and d obtained from the low-speed data, it was found that, if the

local pressure coefficient and the circulation parameter both varied in

the same manner with Mach number (say, the Prandtl-Glauert relation),

the increases in magnitude of b and d at the design angle of attack

up to Mach numbers of about 0.75 would be small. Values of b and d

were consequently taken as 0.5 and 0.i, respectively, to give

__+0.i
D _ - + 2_VI

(lZ)

Since there are generally small differences in thickness and thickness

distribution for commonly used blades: the last term in equation (12)

will not vary much# and the design diffusion factor D for a compressor

blade element is finally established as

V_i_ AV8 ._D- - +  ov--7 (13)

where all velocities are taken relative to the blade.

The suction-surface diffusion is thus seen to be a function of two

principal factors: the over-all change in relative velocity across the

element, and a term proportional to the conventional lift coefficient of

the section based on inlet velocity
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Z&Ve cos _i
CL,I = eVI cos _m

For two-dimensional flow with equal axial velocities at inlet and
outlet, the diffusion factor of equation (13) becomes(see fig. 2)

l cos 81
_i cos

D = cos + 20 (tan 61 - tan _2 ) (14)

The general similarity between the derived design diffusion factor

of equation (13) and the stalling coefficient of reference 1 is illus-

trated by the expansion of equation (A8) in appendix A with

i
Vm __-_ (V I + V2) to give

2

Cs _ V2

l+vq

(15)

where q is a constant varying between i and 2. The velocity gradient

parameter r of reference 2_ in contrast, involves a product of the

lift coefficient and the over-all velocity-ratio terms (eq. (Ag), appen-

dlx A).

oa

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two-Dimensional Cascade

The general validity of the various blade-loading parameters and

separation criteria commonly used in axial-flow-compressor design was

first investigated for the extensive low-speed cascade data for the NACA

65-series compressor blade sections as given in reference 5. The anal-

ysis was made by examining the variation of blade-element total-pressure

loss with various loading parameters at design angle of attack. The

total-pressure loss was expressed in terms of a loss coefficient _, as

defined in appendix B. For the cascade data, the total-pressure loss

coefficient was computed from the drag coefficients (basedon inlet con-

ditions) given in reference 3 according to equation (B17) in appendix B.

Design angle of attack for the loss evaluation was taken as the midpoint

of the minimum drag range. Loading parameters considered were: (1)

theoretical lift coefficient based on vector-mean velocity 3 (2) solidity

multiplied by theoretical lift coefficient based on vector-mean velocityj

(3) theoretical lift coefficient based on inlet velocity, (4) theoreti-

cal lift coefficient based on outlet velocity, (5) over-all reaction or

recovery ratio, (6) relative velocity ratio, (7) velocity-gradient
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parameter of reference 2, (8) stalling coefficient of reference i, and

(9) diffusion factor given by equation (14). The various theoretical

lift-coefflcient equations and loading parameters are given in appen-

dix A. The resulting comparison of total-pressure loss coefficient

against loading parameter is shown in figure 5. Each curve in figure 5

represents the variation of loss coefficient for the range of cambers

used at each fixed condition of solidity and inlet-air angle.

From figure 3 it is seen, as expected 3 that the loss tends to

increase gradually with increasing blade loading 3 and that, particularly

at inlet angles of 60° and 70o3 a sharp rise in loss indicative of

separation occurs beyond a certain value of the blade loading. For the

various blade-loadlng parameters plotted in figure 3, it is seen that

only the outlet lift coefficient (fig. 3(d)), Howell's gradient param-

eter (fig. 5(g)) 3 Wislicenus' stalling parameter (fig. 5(h)) 3 and the

diffusion factor D (fig. 3(I)) can be considered as acceptable limit-

ing criteria.

For Howell's parameter (fig. 5(g)) I a limiting value of about 4.5

to 5.0 is indicated; and for the stalling coefficient of Wislicenus

(fig. B(h)) 3 the limiting value is about 2.0 for q _ 1.O. For the

diffusion factor (fig. 3(i)) 3 the point of loss rise occurs at a value

of D of about 0.6. It is interesting to note that one of the more

common limiting-loading parameters of GCL, m = 1.O to 1.2 (ref. 10_ e.g.)

corresponds to the point of loss rise for an inlet angle of about 60 ° and

solidity from 0.5 to 1.O (fig. 3(b)), conditions which are closely

descriptive of rotor-tip velocity diagrams. This same limit, however,

(as was indicated in ref. 3) would not be valid for other conditions of

solidity and inlet angle for these data.

With the establishment of the diffusion factor as a satisfactory

loading limitation for designblade-element loss# it is interesting to

examine briefly some of the other coexisting factors 3 such as solidity 3

inlet Mach number, and Reynolds number 3 which influence the magnitude of

the loss. A cross plot of the data of figure 5(i) for subcrltical

(below limiting value) diffusion factors indicates that the loss coef-

ficient varies primarily with solidity and to a smaller extent with inlet

angle. The loss variation with solidity for D - 0.5 is illustrated in

figure 4(a). For the usual range of inlet angles from 40 ° to 60 ° it can

be taken roughly that the loss coefficient will vary directly with the

solidity (as a reflection of the increased friction surface), as long as

the critical diffusion rate is not exceeded.

A second significant factor in blade-element performance is the

general compressibility effect and the formation of surface shocks and

boundary-layer separation. An illustrative variation of total-pressure

loss coefficient with inlet Mach number for a 6S-series blade element is
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shownin figure 4(b). The curve was obtained from the data of refer-
ence ii and recomputed in terms of the loss coefficient used in this
report. The value of inlet Machnumberat which the losses tend to rise
sharply is called the limiting inlet Machnumber. In general, the lim-
iting Machnumberwill vary with diffusion factor, inlet angle, and
solidity.

The effect of blade-chord Reynolds numberon loss coefficient is
shownin figure 4(c) for the data of reference 5. In general, the loss
is seen to increase with decreasing Reynolds number, but no sharp rise
in loss is observed for the lowest values of Reynolds numberobtained in
the tests.

Thus for the cascade blade, as long as the limiting diffusion factor
and limiting inlet Machnumberare not exceeded, design blade-element
total-pressure loss coefficient will not be excessive for the usual
range of solidity, Reynolds number_and blade shape. The exact selec-
tion of the magnitudes of these factors of diffusion, solidity, and
Reynolds and Machnumbers_of course, will depend on the particular
design application and such considerations as range of operation, off-
design characteristics3 size, and three-dlmensional effects.

CompressorRotor

In view of the success of the diffusion factor in establishing a
consistent loading limitation for the 65-series cascadeblade, a further
analysis was madeto ascertain the general validity of the diffusion
limit for blades in the actual compressor configuration. A correlation
was obtained between measuredrelative total-pressure loss coefficient
and calculated diffusion factor across blade elements in the hub_ tip 3
and meanregions of a large numberof experimental axial-flow single
stages over a range of tip speeds. A transonic rotor, as well as con-
ventional subsonic designs, was included in the comparison. Details of
the various rotor designs and blade shapes from which the data were
obtained are given in table I.

The diffusion factor was computedaccording to equation (15) from
the measuredvelocities at blade inlet and outlet obtained from radial
surveys. The total-pressure loss coefficient relative to the rotor blade
element was computedfrom the measurementsof absolute total-pressure
ratio and total-temperature ratio and the relative inlet Machnumber
according to the development in appendix B (eq. (B9)). For the blade
rows with varying hub radius, the inlet and outlet flow conditions were
t&ken along approximated streamlines, and the solidity term in equa-
t_n _5_-_s _aken as an average value. The effect of the ideal rel-
a_l_-_et_---6tal'pressureratio (eq. (BA)) on the computedloss coefficient
(eq. (BS)) was negligible for the range of wheel speed and change in
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radius of the streamline flow of the stages investigated. Data for the

blade-end regions were taken at points from i0 to 12 percent of the

passage height from the outer wall for the tip region 3 and from iO to

16 percent of the passage height from the inner wall for the hub region_

depending on the particular survey program of each compressor. In all

cases these tip and hub locations were outside the wall boundary

regions. In order to obtain data representing the design angle of

attack_ plots of blade-element relative loss coefficient (and efficiency)

against diffusion factor were made for each tip speed run as illustrated

in figure 5_ and the point of minimum loss was determined from the

faired curves.

Hub- and mean-radius regions. - The variation of minimum relative

total-pressure loss coefficient with diffusion factor at the mean- and

hub-radius regions of ten single-stage rotor configurations is presented

in figure 6 for sub-limiting relative inlet Mach numbers. In the figure

are also shown (dotted lines) the expected variation of loss coefficient

based on cascade characteristics for average conditions of solidity and

inlet angle (o = 1.2_ _ _ 50 ° for mean_ and a = 1.5_ _ _ A0 ° for

hub) at inlet Mach numbers of 0.1 and 0.75. The values of loss at the

low Mach number were obtained from the data of reference 3, and the

values of loss at the high Mach number were obtained from the use of

ratios of compressible loss to incompressible loss as determined from

figure A(b). For the hub- and mean-radius regions 3 no marked variation

of loss coefficient with diffusion factor is found 3 with a large accu-

mulation of points between a loss of zero and about O.1 up to a diffu-
sion factor of about 0.6.

It is seen that quite a few points are obtained both below and

above the anticipated loss levels for blade-element flow as deduced from

the cascade data. Aside from possible differences in solidity, blade

shape_ and Reynolds number 3 the data points above the upper cascade limit

can be attributed to three-dimensional and unsteady-flow effects in the

rotating blade row or to experimental error. In view of the many points

at zero or close to zero loss 3 a good deal of the scatter is suspected

to be the result of experimental error. Small inaccuracies in measure-

ments and in determining the correct streamline locations at inlet and

outlet can result in significant errors in the loss determination. For

example 3 an error of il ° F in outlet temperature at a pressure ratio of

1.20 will result in computed loss values of from 0.011 to 0.050 for a

true efficiency of 0.95 and from 0.042 to 0.082 for a true efficiency of

0.90. At an efficiency of 0.90 and a pressure ratio of 1.4_ the spread

of the loss error is somewhat smaller (0.033).

In view of these considerations 3 the rotor data of figure 6 for hub

and mean regions are interpreted as an adequate confirmation of the loss

trend with diffusion factor as established from the cascade data up to
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values of at least about 0.55. Unfortunately 3 values of diffusion fac-

tor greater than about 0.55 were not obtained in the tests 3 so that a

comparison of limiting values of diffusion factor could not be made. It

appears 3 however, that no difficulty with limiting loading or separation

should be experienced in the hub- and mean-radius regions of the rotor

for design diffusion factors up to about at least 0.55j provided the

limiting relative inlet Mach number for the particular blade profile is

not exceeded.

Further confirmation of an inlet Mach number limitation in the com-

pressor configurationwas observed for the NACA 65-series rotor blades

of about l0 percent maximum thickness at the mean radius, as shown by

the loss-coefficient plots of figure 7. The dashed line indicates the

expected loss variation as obtained from cascade tests (ref. ll). A

marked rise in loss is observed for relative inlet Mach numbers greater

than about 0.7 to 0.75. The diffusion factors of the data points at the

hlghMach number values were less than 0.6. (These high Mach number

points were not included in the plot of fig. 6(a).) A similar compress-

ibility effect for the hub region could not be definitely established

because of the generally lower levels of inlet Mach numbers in this

region. It can reasonably be assumed_ thereforej that3 for the conven-

tional NACA 65-serles blades of l0 percent thickness ratio 3 Mach number

difficulties will be avoided (for subcritical diffusion factors) at hub-

and mean-radius regions of the rotor if the relative inlet Mach number

does not exceed a value of about 0.7 to 0.75. For other types of blade

and thickness varlations3 of coursej the limiting Mach number range will

be different.

Tip region. - The variation of minimum (design) relative total-

pressure loss coefficient with diffusion factor in the tip region of the

rotor is shown in figure 8. As before, the dashed lines represent the

range of loss indicated by the cascade data (o _ O.9j _i _ 60o)" In

marked contrast to the hub- and mean-radius correlationsj the tip-reglon

plot shows a greater range of loss values and diffusion factor with a

very definite and essentially linear increase in loss coefficient with

diffusion factor. The trend of the loss variation below values of D

of 0.3 could not be established because of insufficient data. It is

expected that the loss coefficient will remain approximately constant as

the diffusion factor approaches zero. The corresponding variation of

maxlmumblade-element temperature-rise efficiency with diffusion factor

is shown in figure 9. For a tlp-reglon efficiency of 0.903 diffusion

factors no greater than approximately 0.45 are indicated.

The early deterioration of the flow in the rotor tip region is

believed to be the result of tip losses and three-dimenslonal effects

such as clearance leakagej casing boundary-layer growth and scrubbing,

secondary flows, and radial displacement of low-energy fluid out toward

the rotor tip. Exactly which factors or combination of factors con-

tributes most to the premature rise in loss is not presently known and

P
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should constitute an important aspect of future research. In view of

the fact that the flow in the tip region is not a 'blade-element" or

profile flow 3 the strength of the tip-region correlation with diffusion

factor suggests that the local (or over-all) static-pressure gradients

that exist in the blade-end regions (imposed by the blade element) play

an important role in the complex tlp-loss phenomena.

It was also observed that a correlation between loss coefficient

and diffusion factor can be obtained for all loss values in the posi-

tive range of angle of incidence (increasing diffusion factor ) from the

region of minimum loss coefficient to values corresponding to a decrease

in efficiency of about 0.10 to 0.15 (see fig. 5(a)). The resulting plot

is shown in figure 10. The correlation of figure lO results from the

fact that the average slope of the variation of loss against diffusion

factor in the positive incidence range (see fig. 5) is roughly equal to

the slope of the original plot of minimum loss coefficient (design

incidence angle) against diffusion factor shown in figure 8. The data

of figure lO may find use in estimating tip-region losses at positive

incidence (low weight flow) off-design conditions.

In figure 8# for the rotors with 65-series blade shapes# only the
two highest loss points of rotor 1 were at relative inlet Mach numbers

substantially greater than the limiting values indicated in figure 7.

The effect of inlet Mach numbers above the limiting values is markedly

shown in the efficiency plot of figure 9 and in the loss plot of fig-

ure 8. Theoretically 3 the general plots of loss coefficient against

diffusion factor as derived herein would be expected to be a family of

curves with relative inlet Mach number as parameter. Within the limits

of experimental accuracy 3 a correlation of experimental loss data in

terms of diffusion factor may provide a means for separating the indi-

vidual loss contributions arising from blade loading (conventional

surface-velocity gradients) and shock effects (boundary-layer inter-

action and wave formation).

The scatter of the data in figures 8 and 9 is attributed primarily

to differences in tip losses# in the locations of the tip-region survey

stations (efficiency gradients are large in this region) 3 and to exper-

imental inaccuracies. For example 3 for a pressure ratio of 1.2 at a

true efficiency of 0.853 an error in outlet temperature of ±l ° F results

in total-pressure loss values of 0.079 to 0.138. As an alternate method

which circumvents the direct use of temperature-rise efficiency 3 the

relative total-pressure loss can be determined from the computed rela-

tive total-pressure ratio as indicated by equations (B2) and (B6).

However 3 experimental inaccuracies are likely to be encountered in this

procedure 3 also.

It was impossible to evaluate the relative significance of the two

contributing terms (the velocity ratio and the circulation parameter)
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in the diffusion factor, as there was no consistent variation between
the terms or dominanceof one term over the other. At least for the
cascade (as indicated by figs. 3(f) and (i)), both terms appear to be
about equally significant. The value of 0.5 taken for the constant b
in the circulation term of equation (ii) appears to be quite satisfactory
in view of the resulting correlation.

CompressorStator

Loss and diffusion characteristics at design angle of attack for
compressor stator blades were also investigated by examining the data
from six inlet-stage stator rows_ four with NACA65-series profiles and
two with double circular-arc profiles. Details of the blade designs are
given in table II. Stator total-pressure loss coefficient was deter-
mined from area averages of the circumferential variation of total pres-
sure across a blade spacing as obtained from total-pressure rakes located
a short distance downstreamof the stator trailing edge. The loss pre-
sented is the total-pressure defect due to the blade wake and does not
include any possible drop in free-stream total pressure across the stator
row. This total-pressure drop was difficult to establish with any degree
of acceptable accuracy. Data for the tip region were obtained from loca-
tions at 9 to 15 percent of the passage height from the outer wall and at
13 to 16 percent away from the inner wall for the hub. Velocities were
obtained from inlet and outlet surveys of pressure and angle. In most
cases_ only a single midspacing survey wasmadebehind the stators.
Plots of total-pressure loss coefficient and diffusion factor against
angle of attack (or incidence) were madeas illustrated in figure ii_ and
values of _ and D were taken at the point of minimumloss (design
angle of attack).

The variation of minimumloss coefficient with diffusion factor for
compressor stators over a range of inlet Machnumbers(rotor tip speeds)
is shownin figure 12 for hub_mean_and tip regions. Minimumloss
values were not attained in the hub and meanregions at sometip speeds
for stator A_ because the data were insufficient to define the loss var-
iation over a wide enoughrange of incidence angle. All points shown
are at values of inlet Machnumberbelow the limiting value. The dashed
lines_ as before_ represent the estimated limits based on cascade per-
formance. (There is very little difference between the minimumblade-
element loss for 65-series and circular-arc blade profiles.) In all
three regions_ no trend of variation of loss coefficient with diffusion
factor is observed_ with all points falling betweenO.O1 and 0.05 up to
the highest diffusion factors obtained (about 0.6).

A cross plot of minimumloss coefficient against inlet Machnumber
for all three positions is shownin figure 13 for the stators with NACA
65-series profiles of i0 percent maximumthickness ratio. As in the case

oa
_o
co
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of the rotor mean-radius region (fig. 7)# a rise in loss for inlet Mach

numbers greater than about 0.70 is indicated. The high Mach number

points in figure 15 were at values of diffusion factor less than 0.65.

On the basis of the limited information availablej it is expected that

very low stator losses will occur at design angle of attackj if the

design diffusion factors do not exceed about 0.6 and if the limiting

inlet Mach number for the particular blade profile is not exceeded

(about 0.70 to 0.75 for the 6S-series blade of about lO percent maximum

thickness ratio).

Inasmuch as the data for the preceding analyses have been obtained

from a two-dlmensional cascade and compressor single stages, the derived

limiting values and variations will be most valid in the design of the

inlet or early stages of a multistage compressor. It is not known to

what extent these values can be applied to the later stages where hub-tip

ratios are large and where three-dimensional effects become more pro-
nounced. It is also to be noted that the correlations were based on

actual measured values rather than on original design values of inlet and

outlet velocity. However, if the general design control and methods of

flow prediction are good 3 the derived limiting values can be directly

applied as design limits. In this respect, the inlet stages again are

in a favorable position 3 inasmuch as design control is usually best for

the early stages.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A simplified limiting-blade-loading criterion called the diffusion

factor for axlal-flow-compressor blade elements was derived from the

application of a separation criterion used in two-dimenslonal boundary-

layer theory to the blade suction-surface velocity distribution of a

compressor blade element at design angle of attack:

1. From a correlation between minimum blade-element total-pressure

loss coefficient and a large number of blade-loading criteria commonly

used or proposed for compressor design, it was found that 3 on the basis

of the data for the NACA 65-series compressor blade sections in low-

speed_ two-dimensional cascade:

a. The derived diffusion factor provided a satisfactory

limiting-loading parameter for the NACA 6S-series compressor blade sec-

tions, in that the limiting value was clearly defined and was independent

of solidity or inlet-air angle. At given solidity and Inlet-air angle,

the total-pressure loss coefficient at design angle of attack increased

slightly with increasing diffusion factor up to a value of diffusion

factor of about 0.6, after which a rapid rise in loss was observed.
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b. The stalling coefficient of Wislicenus and the velocity-

gradient parameter of Howell were also adequate limiting-loading param-
eters.

2. From a correlation between minimumblade-element relative total-

pressure loss coefficient and derived diffusion factor for data from

several experimental single-stage axial-flow compressors at sub-

limiting inlet Mach numbers 3 it was found that:

a. For the hub- and mean-radius regions of ten rotor blade

rows, the plot of minimum relative loss coefficient against diffusion

factor showed essentially no significant variation of loss coefficient

with diffusion factor up to values of diffusion factor of about 0.55,

which was the extent of the available data.

b. In contrast to the rotor hub and mean regions_ the loss

correlation for the tip region of the rotors revealed a very marked and

practically linear variation of loss coefficient with diffusion factor

for values of diffusion factor greater than about 0.50. For a tip-region

efficiency of 0.90j diffusion factors no greater than approximately 0.45

were indicated.

c. For the hub-_ tip-, and mean-radius regions of six stator

blade rows_ the plot of minimum total-pressure loss coefficient against

diffusion factor revealed no variation of loss coefficient with diffusion

factor up to values of about 0.603 which was the extent of the available

stator data.

d. Further verification of a limiting relative inlet Much num-

ber of about 0.70 to 0.75 at subcritical values of diffusion factor for

NACA 65-series profile shapes of about i0 percent _ximum thickness ratio

was indicated.

_D
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Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronadtics

Cleveland_ Ohio
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LOADING PARAMETERS FOR TW0-DIMENSIONAL INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW

Lift coefficient. - The lift coefficient is defined as the ratio of

lift force per unit area to reference dynamic head 3 CL = L
1 2
 (0v )tee

From figure 2, the lift is given by

Fe  sVC Ve)
L- cos _m FD tan _m = cos _m FD tan _m

and

CL
2s q(ave) 2va( ve)

- CD tan _m "
c cos _m(pV2)ref cos 8m (V2)ref

- CD tan 8m

(A1)

or, from figure 2, with Vaz I = Va,2,

2Va 2 (tan 81 - tan _2)

CL -

o cos _m(V2)ref

- CD tan _m (A2)

For the purpose of establishing design criteria, the drag term is neg-

lected. The theoretical lift coefficients are then obtained as:

Vector mean velocity:

2 cos _m (tan _l - tan _2) (AS)CLIm _ o

Inlet velocity:

2 COS 2 81 (tan _i _ tan _2 ) (A4)
CL31 _ o cos _m

Outlet velocity:

2 cos 2 62 (tan 81 - tan _2 ) (A5)
CLj2 _ O cos _m
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where

_m tan-I _Va_i + V@221--tan-i l(tan _I + tan _2)
-- 2V a

0ver-all reaction or recovery ratio. - The over-all reaction or

recovery ratio is defined as ratio of static-pressure rise across the

blade element to inlet dynamic head_ or

i 2 i 2
P2-PI_ (P2-_v2) - (Pl-_vl)R = (A6)
PI - Pl i 2

_ovI

Neglecting losses, for the two-dimensional cascade, yields

R = i - (V2/Vl) 2 = i - (cos _i/cos _2) 2 (A7)

Stalling coefficient of reference i. - The stalling coefficient of

reference i is defined as

:Cs = CL'm + q VJ )

where q is a constant between I and 2.

Velocity-gradient parameter of reference 2.

parameter of reference 2 is given by

r = CL, m \V2/

(AS)

The velocity-gradient

(Ag)
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RELATIVE TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT

Compressor Cascade

In order to investigate and generalize the basic phenomena and var-

iations involved in the blade-element flow 3 it is necessary to consider

the basic loss in total pressure relative to the blade element for rotat-

ing as well as stationary blades. The relative total-pressure loss
m

coefficient _ across a blade element is defined as

=
Pi - Pl

where P '

scripts i

all values represent circumferential mass or area averages.

tion (BI) is divided by P_, the loss coefficient becomes

1 ---T 1 -
Pl

is relative total pressure, p is static pressure 3 sub-

and 2 refer to blade inlet and outlet, respectively, and

When equa-

(B2)

or

rE_

1 _T-I

(B3)

where M]' is the relative inlet Mach number. The ratio in the numera-

tor of equation (B3) is referred to as the relative total-pressure

recovery factor. The ideal relative total-pressure ratio is a function

of the element wheel speed and the change in radius across the element_

according to the equation

= + - (B4)
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where MR is the wheel rotational Machnumber (outlet wheel tangential
velocity divided by inlet stagnation velocity of sound).

For stationary blade rows_ the total-pressure loss coefficient is
reduced in terms of absolute values to

P2
i -- --

PI
(B5)

_s= r

! _7-I

For rotating blade rows 3 since in most cases only stationary (abso-

lute) instrumentation can be employed downstream of rotor rows, the rel-
ative loss must be obtained from absolute measurements. The actual rel-

ative total-pressure ratio of equation (B2) can be expressed as

p!

2

P{-

Y

(B6)

and, since p' = p_ the ratio can further be expressed in terms of

absolute total pressure as

r r__

which_ in terms of temperature ratios_ becomes

and t is static temperature) 3

(T is total temperature

Y

_2 tl/ kT1 t_/

(B7)

Then_ with relative and absolute static temperature identical and with

kl

_L
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Y

=V1/

the actual relative total-pressure ratio becomes

P2

Pi \Pl/i r
(B8)

The relative total-pressure loss coefficient for rotating blade row is

thus obtained from equations (BI), (B2), and (B8) in terms of measured

absolute pressure and temperature and relative inlet Mach number as

i P2/PI

where the ideal relative total-pressure ratio is obtained from equa-

tion (BA). The relative loss coefficient can then further be related to

the blade-element efficiency through the conventional adiabatic relation

P%) l
= T2 (BIO)

i
Ti

Two-Dimensional Cascade

The relation between blade-element total-pressure loss coefficient

and drag coefficient CD can be obtained from examination of the
force and velocity diagrams for two-dimensional incompressible (low-

speed) flow. From figure 2_ the drag force is given by

F D -- F 8 sin Pm - Fa cos Pm (BII)
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With axial velocity equal at inlet and outlet_ F a results only from the

change in static pressure across the blade 3 which in the presence of

losses is given by
F

Fa = s(p 2 - pl ) = s_P 2

L

or

2 v2 j - (PI -21-_Vl2

F a = s_k_ 1 V22) - _P] (B12)

The force in the tangential direction is determined by the momentum

change in the tangential direction 3 or

F@ = SpVa(V@, I - V_32) (B13)

Equation (BII) is then obtained from equations (BI2) and (BIS) as

FD [i . ._
s cOS _m- PVa(V@31 - Ve32) tan Bm- [_p[@l u _ V22) _ f_p] (BI )

With

i AV 8 +
tan _m = vS'l - [ Vs_l V832

Va = 2Va

and

V12 - V22 = V83 1 V832

substitution of these terms into equation (BI4) reduces that equation to

FD
-&P

s cos _m

2
Dividing equation (BI5) by inlet dynamic head PVI 3 with
then yields

_FD AP
= -- (B16)i 2 °

cos% movI

By definition 3

F D __ =
CD31 = i 2 and _ = ZiP ziP

2-9cVi P1 - Pl _oVII 2
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Po
co
o_

!

so that, finally

-- eCD_ 1
CO

cos 13m
(BIT)

In equation (BI7) the drag coefficient is related to the inlet

dynamic head. For drag coefficient based on mean velocity,

VI 2 = Va 2 = c°s2 _m
c°s2 _i Vm2 c°s2 _i

so that 3 equation (BI6) becomes

- c°s2 _i

CO = CCD_m 5 (BI8)

cos _m
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